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Abst rac t 

A variant is proposed of the preference-based se
mantics for nonmonotonic logics that was origi
nally considered by Shoham [1987; 1988]. In this 
variant it is not assumed that preferences between 
standard models arc aggregated into one preference 
order. This allows the capturing of all main non
monotonic formalisms, including Default Logic oi 
Reiter [1980]. The preferential models introduced in 
this paper are motivated from an cpistemic point of 
view, and are therefore called cpistemic preference 
models. The consequence operations induced by 
cpistemic preference models are characterized. 
Further, the view is defended that the rationality of 
cumulative monotonicity does not imply thai 
nonmonotonic logics have to be cumulative, but 
only that a rational agent should not believe a set 
of default rules that induces a noncumulative conse
quence operation. 

1 In t roduc t ion 

Shoham [1987; 1988] introduces preferential semantics as a 
possible unifying framework of nonmonotonic logics. In 
this framework, a nonmonotonic logic is reduced to a stan
dard logic plus a preference order on the models of that stan
dard logic, and nonmonotonic entailment is considered to be 
preferential entailment, where T preferentially entails φ iff (p 
is true in every model M such that (1) V is true in M and (2) 
r has no model N which is preferred to M. 

In this paper we propose a generalization of Shoham's 
framework which is obtained by allowing (not necessarily 
transitive) preference relations between sets of models. From 
a technical point of view, considering sets of standard mod
els is not an essential generalization, since sets of models of 
a standard logic L induce a partial variant of L, which is 
again standard. However, using arbitrary preference relations 
instead of preference orders is essential, since it allows more 
freedom to express preference. 
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A consequence of the additional freedom is that in our ap
proach Default Logic of [Reiter, 1980), which is one of the 
major nonmonotonic formalisms, can be given a preference-
based semantics, whereas in Shoham's original approach this 
turned out to be difficult, if not impossible. However, our 
relaxation of the constraints on preference-based semantics is 
not an ad hoc move solely motivated by the need to capture 
Default Logic, but it follows from our interpretation of the 
preference relation. 

We interpret the preferences between (sets of) models as 
cpistemic preferences (of an ideally rational agent) between 
world descriptions. Since an agent usually has only partial 
information about the world, cpistemic preferences are most 
naturally captured by preferences between sets of models, 
corresponding to partial world descriptions. In our view, an 
agent has in general cpistemic preferences of different kinds, 
which are not always easily combined into one preference 
order. For example, an agent may have preferences induced 
by factual information, induced by default information, or 
induced by lack of information: 

Example 1.1 Consider an agent with the following be
liefs: (1) Typically, it does not rain in California, (2) It now 
rains in California. On account of beliefs (1), the agent 
prefers world descriptions in which it does not rain in 
California. However, this default preference is overridden by 
the preference induced by the factual belief (2) that it does 
ram. Since the agent does not have any (factual or default) 
beliefs about the weather conditions in Kansas, he prefers 
world descriptions which leave undecided the question 
whether it rams in Kansas. 

In our analysis of the situation, an agent has a preference 
for the less specific or more ignorant world descriptions, un
less there is some (default or factual) information to the con
trary. This leads us to consider the lexicographic aggregation 
oi strict partial orders, which itself is in general not a strict 
partial order. (See section 2 below.) Requiring the aggregated 
preferences of an agent to form a strict partial order should in 
our opinion be considered to be a rationality requirement on 
the (default and factual) beliefs of the agent and should not 
be interpreted as a requirement on nonmonotonic logic. 
Similar remarks hold for the smoothness condition of [Kraus 
el al., 1990], the boundedness condition of [Makinson, 
1989), etcetera. We return to this issue in section 5. 
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Preferential entailment for the above models is defined 
completely analogous to 2.6. It is easy to see that any epis-
temic preference model and any Shoham model is a (L-faith-
ful) Makinson model and is equivalent to a KLM model. 
The precise relation between Makinson models and KLM 
models is the subject of [Dix and Makinson, 1992). For any 
Shoham model there exists an equivalent epistemic prefer
ence model. 

From a technical point of view, K L M models or 
Makinson models are perhaps better suited than epistemic 
preference models to play the role of basic preference mod-
els. However, since often epistemic intuitions arc used to in
formally justify the preferential models, it is advisable to 
lake these intuitions serious and consider preferences be
tween "real" epistemic states. In the following section we 
show that epistemic preference models arc more general than 
Shoham models. 

3 Preference-based semantics for Default 
Logic 

In the previous section we mentioned that any Shoham 
model has an equivalent epistemic preference model. The fol
lowing proposition guarantees that whenever a logic has a 
preferential semantics in terms of Shoham models it also 
has one in terms of epistemic preference models. It follows 
that all nonmonotonic logics treated in [Shoham, 1987; 
Shoham, 1988] can also be captured in our approach. This 
includes Predicate Circumscription [McCarthy, 1980|, the 
"minimal knowledge" approach of [Halpern and Moses, 
1985], and some variants of Reiter's Default Logic, but not 
Reiter's Default Logic itself. However, Default Logic can be 
captured by epistemic preference models. 
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If the person would not prefer f to g, either 
knowing that the event B obtained, or knowing 
that the event ~B obtained, then he docs not pre
fer f to g. [Savage, 1972, p. 21] 

The sure-thing principle is closely related to the ability to 
reason by cases, and if one does not al low (defaults with) 
prerequisites, then it is indeed possible to reason by cases in 
Default Logic. 

An obvious objection againsi the translation of defaults 
into free defaults is that a rule l ike b i rd(Tweety) : 
f ly(Tweety) / f ly(Tweety) is supposed to " f i re" only when
ever it has become known that Tweety is a bird and it is 
supposed to be ignored in all other cases. But this objection 
imp l ic i t l y interprets Default Logic as the logic of some 
agent or system for which computational issues might mat
ter, and not as the logic of an ideally rational agent. 

6 Conclusion 

Default logic can be given a preferential semantics, provided 
Shoham's original requirement that the semantics has to be 
based on a strict partial order on the set of standard models is 
dropped. Default logic can be captured by episiemic prefer
ence models (for a some standard logic L ) , in which a (not 
necessarily transit ive) preference relation on the set of 
(partial) world descriptions is defined. These epistemic pref
erence models for L characterize the class of nonmonotonic 
consequence operations for L, which satisfy inclusion, cu
mulative transitivity, and GiL-invariancc. 

Cumulative monotonicity can be considered to be a ratio
nality requirement on consequence operations, but this docs 
not imply that noncumulativc logics arc necessarily inade
quate formalizations of the (nonmonotonic) reasoning of an 
ideally rational agent. Instead, cumulative monotonicity can 
be seen as a constraint on the set of defaults a rational agent 
might believe, and in the context of Default Logic this con
straint is for example satisfied sets of normal defaults with-
out prerequisites. 
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